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PRIMA FACIE

Clare Hammond         Piano Polyptych   PFCD006

While Clare Hammond stands out technically in a generation of brilliant young
pianists, an opinion shared by the Daily Telegraph: ‘amazing power and panache’
and the Guardian ‘crisp precision and unflashy intelligence’, the clinching reason
we invited her to make this recording is that for such stylistically, maybe eccentri-
cally varied music, she posesses a rare combination of qualities required to get
to the heart of them all; a passionate intellect, a rigorous almost obsessive
respect for the written musical text, appetite for repertoire that embraces the con-
temporary as well as the romantic virtuoso tradition, palpable love of both the
music and the instrument plus a pleasing streak of subversive whimsy and an
ability to wrong-foot expectations that often throw light on the musical subtext.

Not yet 30, Clare reached the finals of BBC’s Young Musician of the Year (2004),
won the 2006 International Students Prize, has performed across Europe,
Canada and Russia, at Wigmore and Barbican halls in London, Bridgewater Hall
Manchester and was selected for the 2010 PLG Young Artist series at the
Southbank. Since her debut with orchestra aged 11 she has built up an extensive
concerto repertoire which she has performed across the UK and on the continent.

A committed chamber player collaborating with, inter al, Andrew Kennedy,
Jennifer Pike, Philippe Graffin, Lawrence Power and the Dante, Endellion and
Benaim string quartets, Clare is aware that musicological study brings new per-
spectives to understanding and performance, following her Cambridge BA in
Music (double first) with researching a doctoral thesis on 20th century left-hand
piano concertos at City University London while studying piano Ronan O’Hora at
the Guildhall. She is supported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council,
Stradivari Trust, Martin Musical Scholarship Fund and the Kenneth Loveland Gift.
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PIANO POLYPTYCH

In a 1921 article on Stravinsky, Arthur Bliss observed that small forms ‘where technique is experimental
or mode of expression individual’ are extremely revealing, as if we are admitted to a workshop and given
insight into a composer’s methods and concerns. Disregarding obvious things like commissions, com-
posers write such pieces, songs say or piano pieces, for any number of reasons; to address and a single
musical, expressive or technical issue in isolation, to write something for yourself or a friend that doesn’t
get in the way of major jobs, or step outside yourself for a moment to explore another persona. They can
be sketches, self-contained statements, ideas-banks, stylistic microcosms or pure experiment, while larg-
er piano works can roadtest developmental form and structures of motivic working over extended times-
pans free of other constraints; or they can just be representative works that happen to be piano pieces.
Pretty well all the above feature on this CD.

These works, all from the last 25 years, are chosen to show the extraordinary vigour, invention and sty-
listic variety of British piano writing ‘par les petits touches’ as the French critic Roland Manuel would say,
with its range of style, timbre and basic approach to the nature of the instrument, embracing, extending
or rejecting traditional concepts of pianism.

Bagatelles Op. 117  tell us that Giles Swayne is, to use an economist’s phrase, in control of the means
of both supply and production, the treatment and handling of material and instrument being alike virtuosic.
A fine pianist, while he pushes technique to its limits (in No.4 especially, though each makes its particular
demands), they’re not just possible, they’re practical. He has a lively wit, is not frightened of emotional
power or beauty, but wears craftsmanship lightly. He plans 100 pieces over maybe a decade, with the non-
prescriptive title Bagatelle to reflect, diary-like, his current concerns, each built round an eight-note mode
using four notes from each of the hexachords (6 semitones) making up the octave. There are 100 differ-
ent modes of this sort, so one each. 

In Aerobic invention (mode 1 on C) a 2-part contrapuntal opening is followed by a decorated chorale
before the opening material returns in canon and turns into a fugue which fades away after the subject is
stretched in a series of trills. The material is then verticalised into a series of chunky chords in a thoroughly
aerobic coda.

Free and Easy (mode 12 on G) is the simplest. A lilting phrase is passed through a modal prism which
alters the intervals in unpredictable ways and, correspondingly, its supporting harmony. It ends when the
melody has rung the modal changes and worked its way back to its starting-point.

Born (1968) in Liverpool, Kenneth Hesketh was already composing as a boy chorister at the
(Anglican) Cathedral and received his first commission at 19 from the RLPO and Charles Groves.
Studies at the RCM (1987-92) with Edwin Roxburgh and Joseph Horovitz were followed by a visit
to Tanglewood (1995) to work with Dutilleux, and a Masters Degree in Composition at University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor (1996/7) and several top awards including the Toepfer Foundation
Scholarship in Hamburg and the Lambert Fellowship at the RCM, where he is currently Professor
in Composition and Orchestration. Hesketh has been New Music Fellow at Kettle’s Yard and
Corpus Christi College Cambridge (2003-5), RLPO Composer in the House (2007-9) and ICon
Arts [Romania] Tutor (2009). Major commissions have come from, inter al, Harvard’s Fromm
Foundation, BCMG, BBC Philharmonic, London Sinfonietta and the BBC Proms.  Active in near-
ly all genres, Hesketh has recently made a particular impact in Symphonic Wind Ensemble
music.  His work is performed worldwide.  

Since 2007 Giles Swayne (b. 1946) has been Composer in Residence a tutor at Clare College
Cambridge. He was composing actively under the eye of Elizabeth Maconchy with piano lessons
from Gordon Green before entering Trinity College Cambridge (1964) to work with Nicholas Maw
and Raymond Leppard. A conducting course at the Accademia Chigiana Sienna followed, then a
scholarship to the RAM (1968-71) to study with Birtwistle, Alan Bush, again Nicholas Maw, and
piano with Green. Studies at the Paris Conservatoire with Messiaen in the mid ’70s and extend-
ed stays in West Africa had a profound influence on his work and outlook. His legendary choral
work Cry (1980) hi-lighted the power, vision and eloquence many had already identified in earli-
er scores, and led to worldwide performances and commissions that consolidated his standing
in the fields of orchestral, chamber, choral, and instrumental music. Almost uniquely among com-
posers of his stature today, he often writes pieces for no other reason than that he wants to.   

Recorded on 3/4 january 2011 at the Cosmo Rodewald Hall, Manchester University

Engineer Michael Langley

Produced by Giles Easterbrook

Executive Producer Stephen Plews
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Sweet and sour (mode 23 on D) Swayne tells us ‘takes its name from its contrasted character, and is
also a tease at my wife Malu who is half Chinese, whom I call Sweet Pea when she is nice to me and
Sour Pea when she is not’. The challenge is that it denies the pianist use of the sustaining pedal, forc-
ing a genuine hand legato for the left-hand melody making up the first part. In the second, the left hand
sounds the mode in the centre register like a peel of bells while the right hand cuts out staccato chords
all over the keyboard. It ends in a reprise of the opening but with the notes exchanged between the
two strands of music.

As long as the other three put together and making massive demands on both the technique and stam-
ina of the pianist, Wasserklang (mode 34 on A) employs the sustaining pedal extensively and cre-
atively. It is about sounds of water, starting with the piano on the surface and light reflected in tiny rip-
ples; then it plunges to explore the transparency and shifting light of the underwater world. The music
bursts briefly into the air before diving again with the sustaining pedal creating confusion and strange
resonances. A tiny pause and a passage of rapid repeated notes precede the main climax, ending with
rising, fading double-trills. The coda, schimmernd und glitzernd grows from quietness to a series of
crashing, rhythmically uneven chords before ending with a delicate, teasing legato phrase.

Heaving spent much of the mid ’80s away from creative work in search of personal expressive clarity,
Piers Hellawell emerged with a purged back-catalogue, a new composing agenda that pares away
anything suggested by style not content and shows now characteristic use of Balinese repetition for-
mulae, buoyant athletic rhythms, that juxtaposes passages of smooth evolution with harsh blocks - the
manic and the mesmeric - and a distinctly ironic streak; all found in Das Leonora Notenbuch. 

The commission, funded by NW Arts (for premiere by William Howard for whom it was written) was
from the 1988 Buxton Festival, whose theme was the poet Tasso. Hellawell’s idea was an integrated
folio such as Tasso, had he been a composer today, might give to Leonora Deste, his sister, patroness,
muse and possibly lover, had she been a pianist, and suggested by Bach’s Anna Magdalena Book.
Its five sections, amazingly, start at the climax of the work. Each sets a family of self-contained idea
fragments, rotating in various guises, on a trajectory of progressive expansion one section to the next,
and a steady diminuendo over the entire piece, from the brief fast and furious opening section to the
hypnotic spaciousness of the finale with its controlled, decaying sonority, its whiff of blues, bells and
Messiaen. 

Julian Anderson was born (1967) in London, studied with John Lambert, Alexander Goehr and
Tristan Murail and began attracting serious attention when his Diptych (1990) won the RPS Prize for
young composers. Commissions soon followed from the London Sinfonietta, BBC Proms and Nash
Ensemble.  Anderson has been Sinfonia 21 Composer in Residence (1996-2001), CBSO Composer
in Association (2000-5), Philharmonia Composer in Focus (2002/3) and Composer  in Residence
(2010-) and Cleveland Orchestra Young Composer Fellow (2005-7).  Since 1996 he has been on the
staff of the RCM, as Professor and from 1999-2004 Head of Composition, taking up a Professorship
at Harvard (2004-7) before returning to the UK to combine composition with a professorship at the
Guildhall School. Recent major commissions include a second Proms piece (2006), a score for the
LPO (2007) and an opera for ENO scheduled for 2014.

Professor of Composition at Manchester University since 2001, Philip Grange (b London, 1956)
began composing at school and came to the attention of Birtwistle, who recommended him to study
with Bruce Cole then Dartington to work with Maxwell Davies and Hans Keller. He entered York
University (1976) where his teachers included David Blake (composition) and Alan Hacker (clarinet)
while continuing private study with Maxwell Davies, and completed his doctorate in 1984 since when
he has held posts at Trinity College Cambridge, Durham University and, from 1989, Exeter University
(Professor in 1999). Grange leapt to prominence in the mid ’70s with a series of searching, dramatic
pieces that placed him in the vanguard of Britain’s more challenging composers, followed by a period
of refinement deploying material over extended timespans by organic development.  Major commis-
sions include BBC Symphony and Philharmonic Orchestras, Fires of London,  Aldeburgh, Bath,
Brighton, Huddersfield and St. Magnus Festivals. Over 25 CD recordings of Grange works have been
released.

Piers Hellawell was born (1956) in Derbyshire, read music at Oxford University with James Wood
then studied privately with Nicholas Maw. He was Composer-in-Residence at Queen’s University
Belfast at 24, later reader, since 2002 Professor of Composition, and Gresham Professor of Music,
London 2000-3, awarded a Leverhulme Fellowship in 2010, Hilliard Festival Composer in Residence
(1995) and guest omposer at the Conference on World Affairs, Colorado. Since reassessing his per-
sonal creative aesthetic, he has developed a language inclining to irony, drawing on elements of
diverse folk-cultures, blues harmonies and timbral experiment often using extended performance tech-
niques. Major commissions have come from the BBC Proms, Northern Sinfonia, Philharmonia, BBC
Scottish Symphony and Swedish Chamber orchestras. When not involved in academic work in Belfast
he lives on Harris in the Outer Hebrides.    
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Kenneth Hesketh is also a real pianist, but where Swayne’s concerns are structure deployed with vir-
tuosity, Three Japanese Miniatures, bravura enough! are drama deployed with colour, as befits a
work paraphrasing material from a chamber orchestra score (Detail from the Record) which is itself a
distillation of an ongoing stage project, a Japanese puppet folk ballet The Record of Ancient Matters.
The opening is Temple Music, an elaboration of the transformation music in a story where a ruined tem-
ple discovered by a nocturnal wanderer miraculously regains its splendour and is found to be populat-
ed by deities and wondrous objects. In The Cradle Rocks from the tale ‘The Cold Lady’ a sprite vows
to avenge a broken promise by slaying a man and his children but instead chooses her own demise
rather than take innocent life. Little Bumbuku tells of an earth daemon in the form of a badger who lives
in a tea-kettle. After a period putting on grand public shows to earn money for his kindly, companion-
able but poor master, Bumbuku’s time in his present form must end and the animate kettle gradually
falls still. These miniatures (a 50th birthday present to Oliver Knussen) won Hesketh the Foundation
André Chevillion-Yvonne Bonnaud Prize at the 2004 Concours International de Piano (Orléans).

Philip Grange’s Piano Polyptych was commissioned with funds from the Britten/Peers Foundation
by the 1993 Aldeburgh Festival and premiered by Stephen Pruslin, for whom it was written. A work of
massive lucid subtlety of thought and musical process, its command of developmental technique uses
the piano as a vehicle for transforming thematic information in exactly the way he uses orchestra, string
quartet, wind band or piano trio; if it remains stubbornly a piano piece, its starting point is the musical
idea as much as the instrument. Clare Hammond admits being initially intimidated by its complexity of
texture, then won over by the depth of its emotional range and its variety of contour, as Toccata merges
into Recitative, or Nocturne into Etude.

Lasting just over a quarter of an hour, its single intense movement presents a series of generically
(though not stylistically) familiar pianistic ‘situations’ - cantilena, toccata, recitative, nocturne, canon and
etude -  in concentrated linked processional sequence. Each appears either by simple succession or
by metamorphosis of the previous one, sometimes prefaced by references to earlier sections, some-
times employing a characteristic Grange technique focusing on new material as another set fades, pro-
ducing two ‘decks’ moving at different speeds, whereafter the pianist is virtually always playing two
pieces simultaneously until the streams converge in a toccata and, finally, the opening cantilena. 

As a performers, Grange (clarinet) and Julian Anderson (percussion) are not pianists and their
pieces here make it clear that the piano serves a musical idea, not the other way round, concerns
about extremes of tempo, rhythmic and metrical precision or dynamic expressed, as the performer
points out, almost in spite of the piano. The first two Etudes date from 1995, after the premiere of
what is still Anderson’s best known score, the Stravinsky-inspired Khorovod for 15 players, the third
completed in ’98. All are birthday presents; No. 2 for Colin Matthews, No. 3 for the 50th of artist Tom
Phillips. No.1 Presto energico for his publisher, Sally Cavender and appropriately centred on C
though with accidentals colouring quasi- modal tonality, is a tiny mercurial 2-part polymetric inven-
tion with exacting wealth of articulation detail. The second, mostly a perilously exposed single line
toying with implied metres and speeds, takes a pentatonic scale as a starting point though again the
modal field is modified and transposed. As with Hesketh’s Miniatures, the material is explored more
extensively elsewhere, in an orchestral score; The Stations of the Sun (1998). No.3 ‘Pour les
Arpèges Composées’, as calm as the first is breathless, is a double homage; to Debussy’s epony-
mous Étude and Britten’s Diversions, though neither is actually quoted. The composer speaks of cir-
cles of fourths and fifths, of using the intervals to encircle other constellations of changing modes
and harmonies, of both hands in mensural canon resulting in hemiolas and cross-phasing of har-
monic pulse. What jumps out at this listener though, as in the finale of Notenbuch, the Nocturne of
Polyptych and parts of both Swayne’s and Hesketh’s pieces is, whether or not conciously, an effect
of bells resulting from systematic use of these intervals and undeviatingly overlaying four beats and
three.  Britten would have approved.

Unlike any other work of Piers Hellawell, Basho was not attached to an artist or event but a proj-
ect, from New MacNaghten Concerts. In 1992 several composers were to write a piece linked to,
and to share a recital with, a classical model, and not be beyond the abilities of good amateur play-
ers. When the project folded he was liberated from the restraint of technical prowess but committed
to its musical godfather. Haydn’s F minor double variations, alias Piccolo Divertimento, with its
beguiling charm and good humour, gives it one of its strands - two contrasted themes; not major and
minor like Haydn’s, but unison and chordally harmonised. The other was Sumo wrestling in which
Hellawell confesses he developed a perverse interest in 1996 when a sabbatical gave him time to
finish the score. The shape, of two themes, six pairs of variations on each and a coda give 15 short
sections, 15 being the number of short bouts in a sumo contest, or basho. Duality between unison
and rich harmonised textures is maintained in each pair of variations as, individually, they become
fuller. The first performance was by Herbert du Plessis at the Salle Cortot, Paris in 1997.   .
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